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Abstract 
The aim of this project was to develop procedures 
necessary to study mechanisms of receptor mediated 
gene transfer by means of integrated microscopy. 
Plasmid DNA was incorporated into a transfection 
complex consisting of poly(L)lysine and transferrin to 
which the nuclear localization signal was conjugated. 
This complex was presented to cultured glioma cells. 
Preparation of the transfected DNA for imaging was 
pursued by two methods. In the first method tetra-
methylrhodamine, nanogold, and ferritin were linked 
through streptavidin to the biotinylated plasmid DNA. 
Trafficking of the fluorescent derivatives was studied in 
living cells with fluorescence microscopy. Then, 
selected cells were rapidly cryo-immobilized. Ultra-
structural distribution of the transfected DNA was 
imaged with energy filtering transmission electron 
microscopy. In the second method, the unmodified 
transfected DNA was detected in cryo-immobilized cells 
by in situ polymerase chain reaction and in situ 
hybridization. For laser scanning fluorescence micros-
copy probes were labeled with tetramethylrhodamine. 
For ultrastructural analysis by electron spectroscopic 
imaging, probes containing incorporated digoxigenin 
were labeled with anti-digoxigenin boronated antibodies. 
Based upon the developed procedures, it has been 
demonstrated that the presence of the nuclear localization 
signal in the transfection complex resulted in rapid 
nuclear import of the transfected DNA. 
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Intranuclear delivery of selected genes is an 
essential step toward their expression in selected cells 
(Anderson, 1992). Mechanisms of gene delivery 
through receptor mediated endocytosis are not yet 
recognized (Malecki et al., 1995). The specific aim of 
this project was to develop specimen preparation 
techniques necessary for imaging of cellular trafficking 
pathways of the transfected DNA. Recognition of these 
mechanisms should help us in designing efficient 
methods of gene delivery. 
Gene delivery through receptor mediated 
endocytosis using non-viral vectors is particularly 
important for targeted gene therapy in vivo (Wagner et 
al., 1990; Zenke et al., 1990; Curiel et al., 1991). A 
low level of gene expression reported with this method 
was thought to be related to lysosomal degradation, 
endosomal arrest, or perinuclear entrapment (Wagner et 
al., 1992; Chowdhury et al., 1993; Harris et al. 1993; 
Malecki et al., 1995). 
Nuclear transport of the transfected plasmid DNA is 
a particularly important phase of gene transfer, yet very 
poorly documented. These concerns could be effectively 
addressed by revealing trafficking of the transfecting 
plasmid DNA as well as the cellular structures involved 
in this trafficking through the use of techniques of 
modern microscopy. The main advantage of this 
approach is that it allows pursuit of these studies on 
intact cells retaining integrity of their complex 
endocytotic pathways and signaling systems (Hopkins et 
al., 1990). This approach is particularly powerful, if 
it involves integrated microscopy in which the images of 
the same cell from different microscopes are integrated 
into one comprehensive message concerning cellular 
functions (Malecki, 1992). 
The project had two specific aims. The first, to 
determine a panel of reporter molecules for the 
recombinant plasmid DNA and the transfection 
complexes to reveal their intracellular trafficking. The 
second, to develop protocols for intracellular detection 
of small quantities of the unlabeled plasmid DNA by in 
situ hybridization and of the transfection complexes by 
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immunolabeling for fluorescence microscopy (FM) and 
energy filtering transmission electron microscopy 
(EFTEM). For both parts of the project 
cryo-immobilization of the events for ultrastructural 
analysis was essential. 
As to the first specific aim, fluorochromes tagged to 
the transfected DNA were considered the most suitable 
reporter molecules for detection of intracellular 
trafficking within living cells. Probes and antibodies 
coupled to fluorochromes were also helpful for 
evaluation of the labeled samples as a preliminary step 
before getting involved into far more labor-intensive 
studies on ultrastructure of frozen cells with electron 
D11croscopy. For these reasons, it is useful to 
summarize features of ideal fluorochromes. They 
should have high quantum efficiency to ensure good 
signal detection. They should be physiologically inert so 
their derivatives do not change physiological properties 
of probes. Products of their decay due to illumination 
should not be toxic for cells. Ideal reporter molecules 
should maintain stable emission. For multiple labeling, 
they should have significant Stoke's shifts and band 
separation to avoid over-lapping leading to 
bleed-through. In these respects, studies of basic 
features of various fluorochromes and derived 
biomolecules excited by one-, two-, and three-photon 
excitation are particularly important (Tsien and 
Waggoner, 1990; Lakowicz and Gryczynski, 1992; 
Gryczynski and Lakowicz, 1994; Szmacinski et al., 
1995). Shortcomings in meeting the requirements 
summarized above put additional requirements on the 
instrumentation. Indeed, an important factor 
contributing to recent improvements in imaging of 
fluorescent reporter molecules was also due to rapid 
progress in laser scanning fluorescence microscopy 
(Tsien and Bacskai, 1995; Denk et al., 1995; 
Brakenhoff and Visscher, 1995). In particular, 
development of two-photon laser scanning fluorescence 
microscopy (Denk et al., 1990) and improvements in 
real-time laser scanning confocal microscopy (Petran and 
Hadravsky, 1968; Draaijer and Houpt, 1988) carry 
much promise. In two-photon laser scanning 
fluorescence microscopy, photon density leading to 
effective excitation, thus fluorescent emission is limited 
to the focal plane only. As a result, effective signal is 
spatially confined while glare from above and below that 
plane is reduced. Moreover, fading of fluorochromes is 
limited to the volume brought to the excitation state. A 
volume from which free radicals are generated is limited 
only to that volume, therefore cell viability should be 
improved as compared to other imaging modes in which 
fluorescence is generated from the cell entire volume. 
In video-rate laser scanning microscopy, acousto-optical 
deflector (AOD) generates scans at the super-video rates 
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up to 240 frames/sec. The point of interest for this 
project relies in the fact that these scanning rates create 
conditions for imaging of fast cellular phenomena. 
As to the second specific aim, fluorescent emission 
from the plasmid DNA marked with fluorochromes has 
to be sufficiently strong to become detectable. This is 
achieved by incorporating high concentration of reporter 
molecules into the plasmid DNA perhaps leading to 
changes in its physiological properties, as was reported 
for biotin (Khine and Lingwood, 1994). In another 
approach, the concentration of the plasmid DNA 
presented to the cells is increased during transfection 
perhaps leading to cytotoxicity. Both approaches may 
lead to false results. In an alternative approach 
procedures of in situ hybridization (ISH) (Gall and 
Pardue, 1969; Pardue and Gall, 1969; John et al., 1969) 
can be applied for detection of the transfected DNA 
(Malecki et al., 1995). In ISH, weak reporter signals 
often create difficulties for their detection. In view of 
these difficulties, it was necessary to develop various 
amplification procedures whereby a low number of 
unlabeled copies could be detected. Protocols to carry 
on polymerase chain reactions in situ (Haase et al., 
1990; Nuovo et al. 199la,b; Yap and McGee, 1991), to 
design more efficient probes (Konat et al., 1991; Thiry 
1995), and to enhance reporter signals (Hacker et al., 
1995; Malecki et al., 1995) were developed. These 
protocols served as the starting point for their 
modification for the purpose of this project, whereby a 
sequence of the transfected DNA in cryo-immobilized 
and freeze-substituted cells is amplified by polymerase 
chain reaction in situ followed by in situ hybridization 
for 1magmg with laser scanrung fluorescence 
D11croscopy. 
For both specific aims, studies on the transfected 
DNA pathways in living cells can be greatly enriched by 
studies of the same cells with electron microscopy. For 
ultrastructural analysis of the plasmid DNA trafficking, 
it is worthwhile referring to experience gathered in 
studies on endocytosis, exocytosis, or nuclear transport. 
In these processes, molecules traffic through various 
cellular compartments (Rothman, 1994). In particular, 
it was recognized early on in studies on synaptic vesicles 
that chemical fixation used for preservation of 
ultrastructural studies resulted in generation of artifacts. 
This occurred because of a cross-linking agent which 
was diffusing from the cell surface and did not prevent 
synaptic vesicles from diffusing from the unfixed cellular 
interior toward the cell periphery. This led to imaging 
of spatial relations different from those that occurred in 
living cells and therefore to false interpretations of living 
cell phenomena. In a similar manner, cell perrneabili-
zation or homogenization procedures may very seriously 
alter spatial relationships. In response to this problem, 
Fluorescence and electron spectroscopic imaging of transfected DNA 
various rapid cryo-immobilization procedures have been 
developed (Van Harreveld and Crowell, 1964; Heuser et 
al., 1979; Rash, 1983; Ryan and Knoll, 1994). Anti-
cipating similar problems with analysis of processes 
involved in gene delivery, the special cryo-irnmobili-
zation equipment had to be designed. In particular, 
assembly of an optic system integrated into one 
apparatus with a rapid freezer allowed us imaging of a 
living cell followed by rapid cryo-immobilization of this 
cell for ultrastructural analysis (Malecki, 1992). 
Moreover, an essential part of ultrastructural 
analysis is unambiguous identification of structures. For 
this purpose, the most frequently used markers in 
electron microscopy at the present time are antibodies 
conjugated to colloidal gold (Faulk and Taylor, 1971) 
and probes tagged with biotin or digoxigenin for 
subsequent labeling with colloidal gold marked 
antibodies (Hutchison et al., 1982). Unfortunately, 
colloidal gold beads do not form covalent bonds with 
antibodies leading often to their detachment (Kramarcy 
and Sealock, 1990). To overcome this limitation gold 
clusters with functional groups have been designed 
(Hainfeld, 1988). Their sizes and formed covalent 
bonds determine accuracy and reliability of 
immunolabeling (Hainfeld and Furuya, 1992). In 
conventional transmission electron microscopy (CTEM) 
of cells, these clusters are often buried within grains of 
metal stains (e.g., Os, U, and Pb), therefore they 
require silver enhancement (Hacker et al., 1995). On 
the contrary, larger diameters of colloidal gold beads 
compromise efficiency of labeling (Takizawa and 
Robinson, 1994). For ultrastructural identification, 
electron spectroscopic imaging (Ottensmeyer and 
Andrew, 1980; Ottensmeyer, 1984; Edgerton, 1993) 
offers an interesting alternative. Atoms of a selected 
element can be incorporated into the probes to be used 
as reporters for electron spectroscopic mapping. An 
important part of this procedure is selection of an 
element, which must be absent from the structures of 
interest. In this respect boronated antibodies offer a 
possibility for specific discrimination of their distribution 
(Barth et al., 1986; Bendayan et al., 1989; Kessels et 
al., 1996; Malecki et al., 1995). Moreover, new great 
opportunities open up when atoms of different elements 
are incorporated into different probes or antibodies to 
pursue studies on colocalization of labeled molecules 
(Malecki, 1995). An obtained map may then be 
superimposed onto the image of the cell ultrastructure 
captured through contrast tuning. This approach is 
applicable for derivatives of molecules presented to 
living cells as well as derivatives of probes and 
antibodies used to label molecules of interest in frozen 
cells. This method offers unambiguous location of 
reporter molecules at the ultrastructural level. 
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This project was focused on preparation of the 
plasmid DNA in the transfection complexes in order to 
image their cellular pathways with fluorescence 
microscopy and energy filtering transmission electron 
lll1Croscopy. 
Materials and Methods 
Cell cultures 
Human cell lines were from American Type Culture 
Collection (ATCC, Rockville, MD). Cells of human 
glioblastoma cell line (ATCC HTB-14 U-87 MG) were 
grown in Eagle's Minimal Essential Medium (MEM) 
with non-essential amino acids, 1 mM pyruvate, Earle's 
balanced salt solution (BSS), 20 mM Hepes, 10% Donor 
Calf Serum (DCS) (Gibco, Gaithersburg, MD). 2x106 
cells plated into a 75 cm2 cell culture flask (Coming, 
Midland, MI) reached confluence within 7 days. Cells 
of human glioblastoma cell line (ATCC HTB-15 U-118 
MG) were grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's 
medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% DCS. 2x106 
cells plated into a 75 cm2 cell culture flask reached 
confluence within 7 days. For retaining stock cultures, 
cells were grown in polystyrene flasks (Coming). For 
imaging, cells were plated onto 3 mm diameter, 
polystyrene filmed carriers 24 hours before experiments 
and closed into the viewing chambers as described 
previously (Malecki, 1991). Cell viability was tested 
with the Live/Dead Euk system (Molecular Probes, 
Eugene, OR). The DNA of the cell nuclei was stained 
with bisbenzimide (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). 
Plasmid DNA, Transfection complex, Transfection 
The plasmids with the human cytomegalovirus 
(CMV) promoter (courtesy of Dr. Skowron, Primerix, 
Madison, WI) and the green fluorescent protein (GFP) 
(courtesy of Dr. Prasher, United States Department of 
Agriculture, Otis, MA and Clonetech, Palo Alto, CA) or 
(3 galactosidase (lacZ) (Promega, Madison, WI) coding 
sequences were used. For imaging in living cells, the 
plasmid DNA was photo-biotinylated (Sigma) prior to 
transfection (1:100-2000). Streptavidin was coupled 
with tetramethylrhodamine for imaging with laser 
scanning fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) at absorption 
515nm I emission 590nm. Streptavidin was also coupled 
to ferritin for imaging at the iron edge at 708 e V or 
nanogold (Nanoprobes, Stony Brook, NY) at zero loss. 
Incorporation of reporter molecules was evaluated with 
EFTEM. Alternatively, the plasmid DNA had been 
labeled by nick translation (Maniatis et al., 1975). The 
labeling solution contained 0.5 µg of the plasmid DNA, 
10 µ1 of lOx nick translation buffer (0.5 M Tris, 0.1 M 
MgC12, 0.08 M 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.5 mg/ml bovine 
serum albumin (BSA) pH 7.5, 1 µl of stock solution of 
DNAasel (2ng/ml), 1 µl of each stock solution of 
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deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs) (100 µM) 
(Boehringer, Indianapolis, IN), 1 µl ofbiotin-dUTP (300 
µM) (Boehringer, Indianapolis, IN), 32 µl water. To 
that solution 1 µl of Taq polymerase (5-10 units activity) 
had been added (Perkin Elmer, Foster City, CA). 
Reaction was carried for 1 hour. It was quenched by 
the addition of 4µ1 of 0.25 M EDTA, 2 µl of tRNA 
(lOmg/ml), and 150 µl of Tris (10 mM), pH 7.5. The 
biotinylated DNA was conjugated with streptavidin 
tagged with tetramethylrhodamine (Molecular Probes), 
nanogold (Nanoprobes), or ferritin (Sigma). Unreacted 
dNTPs and reporter molecules were removed after each 
step of nick translation and reporter molecule 
incorporation by chromatography (Pharmacia, 
Piscataway, NJ). The plasmid DNA was spread on 
filmed grids (Sogo et al., 1984). The samples were 
plunge-frozen and freeze-dried. Contrast was enhanced 
by low angle rotary shadowing with platinum and in 
BAF400 (Baltec, Balzers, Liechtenstein). The unlabeled 
plasmid DNA was detected in cryo-immobilized cells by 
in situ hybridization as described below. 
Transfection complexes consisted of three 
components linked by covalent bonds through 
bifunctional linkers. Poly(L)lysine was linked to 
transferrin through the heterobifunctional linker 
N-succinimidyl-3-(2-pyridyldithio) propionate (SPDP) 
(Pierce, Rockford, IL) (1: 1). The nuclear localization 
signal (NLS) was linked to transferrin (Sigma) through 
the heterobifunctional linker m-maleimidobenzoyl-
N-hydroxysuccimideester (MBS) (Pierce) (6: 1) (Malecki 
and Skowron, 1995). The complexes of proteins were 
dialyzed against HEPES buffered saline pH 7 .2 (HBS) 
between all linking steps. Transferrin was marked with 
fluorescein isothiocyanate (Sigma) for imaging with 
LSFM at absorption 495 nm/ emission 519 nm. 
The plasmid DNA was linked to the transfection 
complex lh prior to transfection in HBS pH 7.2 (1:1) 
(Wagner et al., 1990). The plasmid DNA within the 
transfection complexes was presented to the glioblastoma 
cells in HBS. 
Cryo-immobilization 
Rapid cryo-immobilization was pursued through the 
use of two instruments. The first was a prototype of the 
apparatus integrating into one unit: optic system and 
rapid freezer (Malecki, 1992). The second was an 
apparatus which was designed to pursue rapid cryo-
immobilization of cells being imaged with a laser 
scanning fluorescence microscope equipped with a con-
ventional specimen stage (Malecki, in preparation). 
Frozen samples were maintained in liquid nitrogen until 
further processing. Freezing rates were measured from 
thermocouples inserted into the specimen viewing 
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chamber. 
Polymerase chain reaction, in situ hybridization 
Cryo-immobilized cells were freeze-substituted in 
methanol in three steps: -80°C, -35°C, and 0°C with 
each step lasting 24 hours in the freeze-substitution 
apparatus (Baltec, Balzers, Liechtenstein). The samples 
were rehydrated at 0°C through three methanol/water 
mixtures (3/1, 1/1, 1/3). 20 nucleotides long primers 
for amplification of the GFP coding sequence fragment 
were generated in a synthesizer (Applied Biosystems, 
Foster City, CA) with a sequence determined with Prime 
software (Genetic Computer Group, Madison, WI). An 
advantage of this approach was that the cell carriers 
were small enough to fit into small tubes of a 
conventional thermal cycler (Perkin Elmer, Foster City, 
CA). Therefore, there was no need for application of a 
larger cycler hosting slides and no need for using larger 
volumes of solutions. Moreover, the polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR) protocol could be closer to the liquid 
phase PCR (Mullis et al., 1986) rather than to the in situ 
PCR (Nuovo et al., 1991a) due to the same surface-to-
volume ratios and temperature gradients. The PCR 
mixture consisted of: 50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgC12, 10 
mM Tris-HCl, 0.01 % gelatin, 0.1 mM dNTP 
(Boehringer), 10 pM primers. The cells on the 3 mm 
cell carriers were inserted into the small vials. The 
temperature was increased to 95°C and kept for at least 
10 min. Then 5 U/µl ofTaq polymerase (Perkin Elmer) 
was added. PCR amplification proceeded in 20 cycles 
each consisting of three steps: denaturation: at 95°C for 
5 min the first, and 1 min all subsequent; annealing at 
53°C for 2 min; and polymerization at 70°C for 3 min 
in all cycles and 10 min the last one. These conditions 
were established after running controls in which the 
primers were irrelevant or omitted altogether. The 
amplified sequences in PCR protocols and unamplified 
sequences in ISH protocols were hybridized with ssDNA 
probes marked with digoxigenin (Konat et al., 1991) (1 
ng/µl) in Tris-buffered salt solution (TSS) [0.3 M NaCl, 
0.03 M Tris-HCl (2xTSS) pH 6.8] containing E. coli 
denatured DNA (200 ng/µl), at 67°C for 12 h. 
Unconjugated probes were rinsed off with 50 % 
formamide in saline sodium citrate (SSC) [0.3 M NaCl, 
0.03 M sodium citrate pH 7 .0 (2xSSC)] and 2xSSC at 
39°C. The probes were then labeled with monoclonal 
anti-digoxigenin antibodies (Boehringer) followed by 
secondary antibodies which were marked either with 
tetramethylrhodamine (Molecular Probes) or with boron 
(Barth et al., 1986). Transferrin was labeled with 
monoclonal antibodies followed by secondary antibodies 
conjugated with ferritin (Singer, 1959; Rifkind et al., 
1960). 
Fluorescence and electron spectroscopic imaging of transfected DNA 
Figure 1. The plasmid DNA (GFP) had incorporated 
biotin labeled with streptavidin. After spreading on 
polystyrene films, the samples were frozen, freeze-
dried, and low-angle rotary shadowed with Pt followed 
by supportive coating with C. Imaging was pursued 
with the EM 912 Omega operated at 120 kV with the 
filter set at O loss. The image was recorded with a 
slow-scan CCD. Horizontal field width 394 nm. 
Fluorescence microscopy 
For the labeled plasmids, imaging of steps in gene 
delivery by receptor mediated endocytosis was pursued 
on the living cells closed within the environmental 
chambers. For the unlabeled plasmids, cryo-
immobilized cells after in situ hybridization and 
immunolabeling were mounted in glycerol containing 
HBS saline. Morphological analysis was performed with 
fluorescence microscopes. The optics, additionally 
equipped with the Xenon illuminator, of the imaging-
freezing apparatus was described elsewhere (Malecki, 
1992). Images on this system were captured on 
6400ASA film (Kodak, Rochester, NY) or cooled 
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charge-coupling device (CCD) camera (Photometrics, 
Tucson, AZ) 6400ISO equivalent. The Axiovert (Zeiss, 
Oberkochen, Germany) was equipped with the 
Enterprise argon ion (457 nm, 488 nm, 529 nm lines) 
and ultraviolet (UV) (364 nm line) lasers and Odyssey 
XL digital video-rate confocal laser scanning imaging 
system operated up to 240 frames/s under control of 
Intervision software (Noran, Middleton, WI). The 
Diaphot (Nikon, Garden City, NY) was equipped with 
the Microlase diode-pumped Nd: YLF solid state laser 
(1048 run line), the pulse compressor (resulting pulses 
of approximately 300 fs at 120 MHz), and the BioRad 
MRC600 scanning system under control of Comos 
software (the system assembled at the Integrated 
Microscopy Resource, Madison, WI). 
Images were deconvolved after their import to the 
Indy workstation (Silicon Graphics, Mountain View, 
CA) using recently developed algorithms (Avinash, 
1995). Deconvolved images after conversion into the 
TIFF format were assembled into galleries in Photoshop 
(Adobe, Mountain View, CA). 
Energy filtering transmission electron microscopy 
The frozen cells containing the transfected plasmid 
DNA marked with reporter molecules were freeze-
substituted and embedded in Lowicryl K4M or Epon 812 
followed by cutting ultrathin serial sections (Malecki and 
Small, 1987). The unmodified transfected plasmid DNA 
in the frozen cells was detected after freeze-substitution 
and embedding followed by ultramicrotomy and etching 
of plastics for immunolabeling and in situ hybridization 
(Ris and Malecki, 1993). Ultrastructural analysis was 
pursued in energy filtering transmission electron 
microscopes. The EM912 (Zeiss) with the LaB6 source 
was operated at 120kV. The energy filter was the in-
column Omega. The microscope was equipped with the 
cryo-transfer system (Oxford Instruments, Oxford, 
UK). Images were acquired on the CCD (llcxlk) 
camera. Image acquisition and processing was pursued 
with ESIVision software (Soft Imaging Software, 
Golden, CO). The CM120 (Philips Electron Optics, 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands) with LaB6 source was 
operated at 120kV. The energy filter was the post-
column Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF) (Gatan, Warrendale, 
PA). The microscope was equipped with the cryo-
transfer system (Gatan). Images were acquired and 
processed with Microscopist software (Gatan). For 
image analysis, files were imported, processed, and ana-
lyzed using ESIVision software (Soft Imaging Software). 
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Figure 2. (a) The cells of the ATCC HTB 14 U87 MG line were grown on a polystyrene film in the viewing chamber. 
Their morphology is identical to that of cells grown in polystyrene flasks. Horizontal field width 55 µm. (b). The nuclei 
of the ATCC HTB 14 U87 MG cells were stained with bisbenzimide. Imaging was pursued with the fluorescence optics 
of the apparatus allowing us rapid freezing of the cells after their recording (Malecki, 1992). The image was recorded 
on the 6400ASA Kodak film. Horizontal field width 5.5 µm. (c). The same cell as in Fig. 2b. This cell was 
transfected with the plasmid DNA incorporated into the Tf-PLL transfection complex without NLS. The plasmid DNA 
was labeled with tetramethylrhodamine. The image was recorded 30 min after presentation of transfection complexes 
to the glioblastoma cells at 37°C. Around the nucleus, there is accumulation of the fluorescent transfected DNA. As 
the result of the depth of field and the point spread function, it is impossible to determine, if fluorescent patches near 
the center of this image are due to the fluorescence from within the nucleus or from beyond. Horizontal field width 
as in Fig. 2b. 
Figure 3 (on facing page). (a-t) Three-dimensional distribution of the transfected DNA in the living ATCC HTB 14 
U-87 MG cells. The cells were transfected with the plasmid DNA in the Tf-PLL-NLS complexes. The biotinylated 
plasmid DNA was marked TMR-streptavidin. Imaging was pursued with Odyssey XL Noran. Optical sections were 
collected starting from the cell base upwards and selected near the equator of the cell nucleus based upon referring to 
the nuclear DNA stained with bisbenzimide shown in Fig. 3 g-1. Clearly, threads of fluorescence are present within 
the nuclear space in Fig. 3b. This can be determined based upon the fact that fluorescence from the transfected DNA 
is spread only within some central optical sections. These fluorescent threads very sharp in Fig. 3b become fuzzy in 
neighboring sections in Fig. 3c, but disappear in more distant sections in Fig. 3a and Figs. 3e,f. Clearly, the threads 
of the fluorescent plasmid DNA extend within the nucleus. They may represent highlighted routes of the intranuclear 
distribution system. Horizontal field width of the single frame 5 µm. (g-1). The nuclei of the cells presented in Figs. 
3a-f stained with bisbenzimide. Fluorescent pattern of the nuclear DNA served as reference for distribution of the 
transfected DNA. Horizontal field width of the single frame is the same as in Fig. 3a-f. 
Results 
Preparation of the plasmid DNA in the transfection 
complexes by incorporating reporter molecules before 
transfection 
The first part of this project was aimed at 
developing protocols to incorporate suitable reporter 
molecules into the plasmid DNA and the transfection 
complexes, so that they could be detected with FM and 
EFTEM. Incorporation of reporter molecules into the 
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plasmid DNA was best studied with EFTEM as demon-
strated in Fig. 1. Topography of the entire plasmid 
DNA circle was observed at the zero loss due to contrast 
generated after low angle rotary shadowing. The 
plasmid DNA:biotin:streptavidin ratios were necessary 
to optimize composition of the transfection complexes 
and to quantitate effectiveness of gene transfer protocols. 
The transfected plasmid DNA which was modified 
with fluorochromes was first detected within living cells 
with epi-fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 2). To deter-
Fluorescence and electron spectroscopic imaging of transfected DNA 
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Figure 4. (a) Perinuclear distribution of the plasmid DNA marked with TMR. The image was recorded 1 hour after 
delivery of the plasmid at 37°C within the Tf-PLL complex into the ATCC HTB 15 U-118 MG cell. An optical section 
was taken near the perimeter of the nucleus as evaluated based upon fluorescence from the nuclear DNA stained with 
bisbenzimide presented in Fig. 4b. Inside the nuclear volume, there is no fluorescence from the fluorescent derivatives 
of the plasmid DNA. Images were obtained at the rate 1 frame/s with accumulation of 10 frames in the two-photon 
laser scanning fluorescence microscope assembled at the Integrated Microscopy Resource. Horizontal field width 8 µ,m. 
(b) The nucleus of the same cell as in Fig. 4a stained with bisbenzimide. Based upon the diameter, this optical section 
was selected at the perimeter of the nucleus. Both images were recorded in the same optic plane. 
mine specificity of binding of the transfection complexes 
directed by transferrin to specific receptor, the 
transfection complexes were presented to glioma cells at 
4 °C. In this approach, the plasmid DNA within the 
transfection complex is present only on the cell surface 
since internalization did not occur at this temperature. 
Fluorescent labeling outlines the cell shape which can be 
verified with phase-contrast. Cell nuclei stained with 
bisbenzimide served as reference structures. 
Temperature increase to 37°C resulted in fast 
internalization of the transfection complexes. The 
transfection complexes soon accumulated in the 
perinuclear space. Based upon epi-fluorescence only, it 
was nearly impossible to determine exact relationship to 
the nuclear envelope, i.e., to determine if the plasmid 
DNA entered the nucleus. Preliminary attempts toward 
computer deconvolution of these images were not 
successful. These images were recorded with films or 
CCD cameras with sensitivity equivalent to 6400 ISO. 
Therefore, low levels of incorporation of fluorochromes 
were still sufficient to detect the transfected DNA. 
Moreover, low concentrations of the transfected plasmid 
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DNA in the cells were detectable. In experiments 
performed entirely at 37°C, after initial attachment of 
the transfection complexes to the cell membrane 
manifested by the presence of fluorescence on the cell 
surface, within 5 min the transfection complexes were 
internalized similarly to the results described elsewhere 
(Grady et al., 1994; Rizova et al., 1994; Ghosh and 
Maxfield, 1995). Temporary suppression of FITC 
fluorescence indicated passage through an endosomal 
compartment. Considering this time-frame and taking 
into account that these events were happening in three 
dimensions (3D), application of a digital, video-rate 
laser scanning confocal microscope was essential. 
Moreover, deconvolution was necessary to reduce 
out-of-focus glare. 
For evaluation of three-dimensional distribution of 
the quickly trafficking plasmid DNA video-rate laser 
scanning fluorescent microscopy, was applied (Fig. 3). 
Presence of a slit or a pinhole is seriously limiting 
intensity of detected signal in LSFM. Therefore, at least 
l0x higher concentrations of fluorochromes had to be 
incorporated into the plasmid DNA to ensure detectable 
Fluorescence and electron spectroscopic imaging of transfected DNA 
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Figure 5. Ultrastructural localization of the transfected 
biotinylated DNA marked with streptavidin-nanogold in 
the ATCC HTB 14 U87 MG cell. This cell was 
transfected within the Tf-PLL-NLS transfection 
complex. 1 hour after transfection at 37°C, the cell was 
rapidly frozen, freeze-substituted, embedded, and 
sectioned. Patches of nanogold beads are present inside 
the cell nucleus. This pattern of distribution of the 
transfected DNA reminds that observed in living cells 
with LSFM e.g., Fig. 3a-i. Imaging was pursued in 
the Zeiss 912 Omega operated at 120 kV with the filter 
set at O eV energy loss and the slit at 20 eV energy 
window. Horizontal field width 360 nm. 
signal with LSFM. The nuclear DNA stained with 
bisbenzimide was detected by using the UV laser, thus 
outlining the intranuclear space, i.e., the painted nuclear 
DNA served as a reference system which helped to 
verify intranuclear entry of the plasmid DNA. In this 
experiment the transfection complexes were coupled to 
NLS. Presence of NLS resulted in intranuclear import 
of the plasmid DNA. Confinement of glare from below 
and above the focal plane was achieved by restricting the 
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point spread function range through deconvolution 
(Avinash, 1995). The video-rate performance of this 
confocal microscope was due to fast horizontal scanning 
utilizing an acousto-optical deflector (AOD). This 
approach helped to confirm the general time-frame of 
the transfection complexes trafficking with good 
temporal resolution (Malecki et al., 1995). However, 
this approach had also drawbacks. Only one fluoro-
chrome could be excited with one wave-length at a time, 
i.e., it was not possible to record multiple labeling 
within one focal plane during one scan. Furthermore, 
in this system an entire cell volume was exposed to laser 
irradiation. This led to bleaching of fluorochromes 
within the entire volume. Laser irradiation led to 
generation of free radicals from the entire cell volume 
and therefore to seriously reduced cell viability. 
Additionally, the final exposure was the product of 
multiplication of the number of optical sections in a 
series that have to be recorded for reconstruction of 
spatial relations by the number of series necessary for 
reconstruction of the events in time. Both factors 
contributed to accelerated bleaching and toxicity even 
further. Moreover, changes of the emission intensity 
due to fading and variations of concentration due to 
trafficking made quantitative analysis very complex. 
Drawbacks described above were reduced by increasing 
scan speeds leading to reduced dose-rates and by 
introducing neutral density filters to reduce illumination 
intensities. 
An attempt has also been made toward imaging of 
the transfected DNA trafficking using two-photon 
fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 4). In the two-photon 
system, at the sufficient photon density in the beam 
waist the system was capable to induce excitation of 
fluorochromes. Distribution of the transfected plasmid 
DNA was based upon the derivatives with tetramethyl-
rhodamine. This fluorochrome was excited at 523 nm 
with emission at 590 nm. Interestingly, distribution of 
the nuclear DNA painted with bisbenzimide was also 
visible. Bisbenzimide has the excitation peak at 364 nm 
with emission at 490nm. These observations indicate 
two-photon, but possibly also three-photon excitation. 
The images were acquired at the rate of 1 frame per 
second. At least twenty optical sections had to be 
acquired to consider reconstruction of three-dimensional 
distribution of the transfection complexes within the 
cells. Very weak signals required averaging of more 
than 10 frames. This summed up to exposure lasting 
about 200 seconds for evaluation of one time point. 
Higher acquisition rates were at the expense of either 
signal-to-noise ratio or resolution. Nevertheless, pulsed-
laser had definite advantages. As it was clear from 
reconstructions of z-planes in experiments in which illu-
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Figure 6. (a-i) Three-dimensional distribution of the transfected DNA within the ATCC HTB 14 U87 MG cell. This 
cell was cryo-immobilized 30 min after the non-viral vector was presented to the cells at 37°C. The sequence of the 
transfected DNA was amplified through polymerase chain reaction followed by in situ hybridization with the probes 
containing incorporated dUTP digoxigenin and labeling with the monoclonal anti-digoxigenin antibodies. The images 
were recorded using the Odyssey XL Noran. Inside the nucleus, there are focal accumulations of the probes as seen 
in Fig. 6c. Those bright spots are limited to that one optical section only as it is clear from comparison with sections 
in Fig. 6b and Fig. 6d. This pattern of labeling indicates intranuclear import of the transfected DNA. Similar 
distribution of the plasmid DNA was observed in living cells e.g., Figs. 2 and 3 or was revealed ultrastructurally in 
Fig. 5. Significant amounts of plasmid DNA are still present in the perinuclear space. Horizontal field width of the 
single frame 11 µ,m. 
mination and recording of images was limited to one 
focal plane only, bleaching was limited to this thin slice 
only. Therefore, deconvolution was unnecessary. 
Excitation limited to a small volume resulted in the 
reduced fading of fluorochromes and reduced amounts 
of cytotoxic products of photo-decay. This allowed 
prolonged observations of the plasmid intracellular 
trafficking and an extended viability of the cells under 
investigation. Simultaneous detection of two probes by 
two- and three-photon excitation and acquisition of 
fluorescence from within the same focal plane allowed 
pursuit of the direct collocation studies. These features 
allowed us further insight into the trafficking events. 
After being internalized, the plasmid DNA was moving 
toward the perinuclear region and was accumulating 
there. At this phase, trafficking was slower than at 
early stages of the delivery (Malecki et al., 1995). 
Evaluation of spatial relationships between the 
intranuclear compartment and the plasmid DNA was of 
the utmost importance. Here, it was also possible to 
confirm earlier observations that the plasmid DNA 
within the transfection complexes which did not contain 
NLS had been entrapped in the perinuclear region for up 
to 2 hours (Malecki and Skowron, 1995). 
The plasmid DNA contained also nanogold tagged 
through streptavidin conjugated to biotin incorporated 
either through photo-biotinylation or nick translation. 
Therefore, the same samples which were recorded with 
FM were also suitable for ultrastructural analysis. 
Detailed information concerning trafficking of the 
plasmid DNA was obtained after rapid freezing, em-
bedding, and ultramicrotomy for EFTEM (Fig. 5). In 
conventional transmission electron microscopy (CTEM) 
nanogold is too small to be detected within the cell 
ultrastructure directly. Instead, it requires silver 
enhancement. In EFTEM, filtration of inelastic 
scattering at the zero loss mode resulted in visualization 
of nanogold within the cellular ultrastructure very 
clearly. These beads pointed out the distribution of the 
plasmid DNA. 
Fluorescence and electron spectroscopic imaging of transfected DNA 
Figure 7. (a) The plasmid DNA with the PLL-Tf-NLS was presented to the ATCC HTB 15 U-118 MG cell at 4°C 
to prevent internalization. After 15 min the cell was rapidly cryo-immobilized. The plasmid DNA was in situ 
hybridized with the probes containing incorporated dUTP digoxigenin followed by labeling with boronated 
anti-digoxigenin antibodies. Imaging was pursued in the Zeiss 912 Omega with the filter set at 201 eV. The image 
was acquired on the slow-scan CCD camera and processed by the three-window method. Signal is restricted to the cell 
surface. Horizontal field width 1. 7 µm. (b) The same area of the cell as in Fig. 7a. Transferrin was labeled with the 
specific antibodies followed by the secondary antibodies conjugated to ferritin. Imaging was pursued in the Zeiss 912 
Omega with the filter set at 708 eV. The image was acquired and processed as described in Fig. 7a. Signal 
accumulation indicates patching. Horizontal field width as in Fig. 7a. 
Preparation of the plasmid DNA in the transfection 
complexes by in situ hybridization and 
immunolabeling in cryo-immobilized cells 
The second part of this project was aimed at 
developing procedures for cellular location of the 
unlabeled transfected plasmid DNA. Particularly 
challenging might be cases where the plasmid DNA 
would be present within cells in such a low number of 
copies that it might remain undetectable after labeling 
through in situ hybridization. For this part of the 
project cultured glioma cells were rapidly cryo-
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immobilized, followed by freeze-substitution, and 
rehydration. Sequences of interest were amplified by 
polymerase chain reaction followed by in situ 
hybridization with probes marked with tetramethyl-
rhodamine (Fig. 6). Other factors also contributed to 
enhanced imaging qualities. Phototoxicity was not a 
major concern in this part of this the project, therefore 
much higher light intensities were applied leading to 
improved signal-to-noise ratios. Agents which could 
stabilize fluorochromes, reduce fading, or improve their 
quantum efficiency could be applied without risks of 
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their potential toxicity. Practically, if the cells were 
properly sealed in the viewing chamber with a reference 
system, the same cell could be even imaged several 
times on the same or other microscopes. Patterns of 
labeling were similar to those obtained with fluorescent 
derivatives of the plasmid DNA in living cells. 
Particularly intriguing were interactions of the 
transfection complexes with the nuclear envelope. 
Incorporation of the nuclear localization signal to the 
transfection complexes resulted in their abundant 
presence within the nuclei. For unambiguous deter-
mination if the plasmid was truly within the intranuclear 
compartment deconvolution of the images was 
necessary. Analysis of images resulted in definite 
verification of signal within the nucleus, thus a proof 
for a successful entrance of the plasmid DNA. Signal 
from the plasmid DNA was detectable around the 
nuclear envelope. Within the nucleus, labeling was 
organized in a patchy pattern. Further ultrastructural 
analysis of these structures and their associations with 
the transfection complexes was far beyond resolution 
limits of light microscopy. 
Ultrastructural analysis was pursued on ultrathin 
sections obtained after freeze-substitution and embedding 
of rapidly cryo-immobilized cells. The most significant 
difference in preparation of these samples compared to 
the samples for CTEM was absence of heavy metal 
stains in cell preparation protocols, i.e., heavy metals 
were not applied en bloc or on sections. In Fig. 7, 
there is an example of the glioma cell to which the 
transfection complexes were presented at 4 °C. The 
plasmid DNA in sections was hybridized in situ with 
probes containing digoxigenin followed by labeling with 
boronated antibodies. Transferrin was labeled with 
monoclonal antibodies coupled to ferritin. The labeled 
sections were imaged with EFTEM. Net distribution of 
boron and iron was obtained through the three-window 
method. Distribution of the plasmid DNA determined 
based upon the signal for boron and distribution of the 
transfection complex based upon the signal for iron are 
restricted to the cell membrane. Collocation of both 
signals is apparent. Clearly, distribution of the 
transferrin being the targeting part of the transfection 
complex was restricted to the cell surface. This is the 
result of inhibition of all internalization processes at this 
temperature. If surface receptors were saturated with 
transferrin only as a control, then in situ hybridization 
resulted in absence signal from the plasmid DNA. This 
experiment indicated that binding of the transfection 
complexes to the cell surface was through transferrin 
specific receptors. Collocation of signals from the 
transfected DNA and the transferrin indicated that the 
plasmid DNA remained associated with the transfection 
complexes at this stage of transfection. There are only 
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minimal differences in distribution, which may be 
referred to transfection complexes which do not contain 
the plasmid DNA. Multiple labeling should help us to 
determine in details cellular pathways for the 
transfection complexes carrying the transfected plasmid 
DNA. By energy loss tuning, contrast reversing, and 
image processing, it was possible to generate images 
resembling those which were obtained after conventional 
staining with heavy metals for CTEM. Therefore, it 
should allow us to pursue identification of molecules 
with far better accuracy than methods previously 
available. This approach should allow us to refer or 
even superimpose the information concerning distri-
bution of reporter molecules and the information 
concerning ultrastructural organization of this cell. 
Discussion 
Fluorescent derivatives of the plasmid DNA ailowed 
us to highlight trafficking pathways of transfection 
complexes in living cells with fluorescence microscopy 
(Malecki et al., 1995). This approach was significantly 
strengthened by using laser scanning fluorescence 
microscopy often followed by deconvolution of images. 
It also helped to determine general spatial and temporal 
arrays of events during gene transfer. Further 
refinement of these results can be best achieved by using 
better fluorochromes. Fluorochromes currently available 
are quite sensitive to illumination and their fast bleaching 
is a major problem. This problem is even more severe 
in three-dimensional and time-resolved studies. In those 
studies acquisition of images would have to be repeated 
several times inducing bleaching. Moreover, detection 
of fluorochromes requires fluorescent emission of 
sufficiently high intensity. This can be reached either by 
local accumulation of fluorescent derivatives in a cell, 
e.g., transfected DNA in glioblastoma cells or 
incorporation of great number of fluorochromes into a 
single molecule, e.g., number of fluorochromes in the 
plasmid DNA. Both may compromise physiological 
behavior of that cell or that molecule. Therefore, 
development of stable fluorochromes with high quantum 
efficiency is still of high priority and worth efforts 
(Gryczynski and Lakowicz, 1995; Tsien and Waggoner, 
1995). Efficient detection of fluorescent derivatives can 
also be improved by more sensitive detectors. In 
particular, new CCD cameras extending their sensitivity 
to detect intensities below 10-6 lux are particularly 
promising in fluorescence microscopy. Two other 
immediate applications can be foreseen. In the first, 
even more sensitive cameras, capable for photon-
counting, may be able to detect low emissions from 
threshold excitations to be followed by further image 
enhancements and three-dimensional reconstructions. In 
Fluorescence and electron spectroscopic imaging of transfected DNA 
the second, CCD cameras can be installed onto emission 
paths of LSFMs, thus to avoid light losses during 
descanning. Above described improvements have an 
ultimate goal to minimize intervention during preparation 
of the transfection complexes for imaging, thus to retain 
their physiological features, while to ensure accuracy of 
their detection. 
Ultrastructural analysis was efficiently pursued 
based upon images of cryo-immobilized cells. These 
cells were rapidly frozen in the apparatus for their 
observation until freezing (Malecki, 1992). They were 
watched while closed in the viewing chambers in the 
suitable environment until the very moment of rapid 
freezing. Observation of these cells ensured that they 
were happy until that very moment. On the contrary, all 
the steps necessary to freeze cells using conventional 
freezers, e.g., transfers from cell culture dishes or 
mounting in a conventional freezer might very severely 
damage cell environment leading to severe cellular 
changes which might remain unnoticed until after long 
processing to CTEM. These risks were successfully 
avoided here. With the high freezing rate cellular 
organization was captured in the state close to that in a 
living cell, but now available for ultrastructural 
deliberation. Another advantage pouring from 
application of freezing techniques in this study was 
enhancement of accuracy of structure labeling. It was 
recognized earlier that chemical fixatives and heavy 
metals which might interfere with effectiveness of IL, 
ISH, or PCR. The procedures applied in this study did 
not include these harmful steps, but rather were based 
upon low temperature techniques. This led to efficient 
and accurate identification of ultrastructure. 
Ultrastructural analysis of cellular distribution of the 
transfected DNA and other components of the 
transfection complexes in this project was primarily 
based upon electron spectroscopic imaging. Success of 
this approach was based not only on the advanced cryo-
techniques and the energy filtering transmission electron 
microscope at the cutting edge of imaging technology, 
but also on preparation of cells and probes specifically 
for this instrument. Boronation of antibodies was based 
upon the protocol developed years ago for neutron 
therapy (Gilliand et al., 1980; Barth et al., 1986). In 
that application the highest number of atoms attainable 
within an antibody molecule was necessary for efficient 
neutron capture, but the molecule still had to retain its 
ability to recognize the epitope. In this project the least 
number of atoms, but concentrated as close as possible 
to the probe's binding site are more important. 
Therefore, further attempts in this direction are worth 
effort (Kessels et al., 1996; Malecki, 1995). 
Investigations are required to determine that minimal 
number of atoms in derivatives which will be detectable 
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in the microscope, i.e., minimum detectable mass. 
Moreover, for pursuit of electron spectroscopic imaging 
electron doses delivered to the specimens have to be 
sufficiently high to ensure detectable signal after 
filtration. Therefore, to endure high electron doses for 
electron spectroscopic imaging the transfected DNA has 
to be protected by embedments stable under the beam. 
Further attempts to develop resins better protecting 
specimens for electron spectroscopic imaging are on the 
way (Malecki, in preparation). Clearly, intensified CCD 
cameras and cryo-stages would further enhance chances 
for success of these attempts. 
Finally, I would like to summarize briefly practical 
and immediate consequences of this work for gene 
transfer projects. Targeted gene delivery represents two 
major challenges for gene transfer protocols. The first 
challenge, a selected sequence has to be delivered into 
the cells of choice only. To meet this goal, a vector has 
to be developed that recognizes epitopes on the cells of 
choice only on the same manner as viruses do, i.e., with 
their own host cell preferences. Targeted gene delivery 
is the key factor for applying these results for in vivo 
gene therapy. The experimental design presented in this 
report is a step in this direction. By imaging fluorescent 
derivatives of the transfection complexes and/or labeling 
cellular receptors, it is possible to evaluate accuracy of 
targeting much faster than with other methods currently 
applied in gene therapy laboratories. 
The other challenge is to ensure intranuclear 
delivery of the sequence of choice. Intranuclear gene 
delivery into postmitotic cells may carry a different set 
of problems than into proliferating cells. In postmitotic 
cells, e.g., neurons, the nuclear envelope creates a very 
sophisticated gate mechanism possibly associated with an 
intranuclear distribution system in which intranuclear 
channels, as described so far only in Xenopus oocytes 
(Ris and Malecki, 1993) and/or nuclear compartments as 
those described in HEp-2 cells (Thiry 1995) may play an 
essential role. In proliferating cells, e.g., glioblastomas, 
nuclear envelopes are present in the interphase, but they 
disintegrate during late prophase. Therefore, the trans-
fected DNA may follow two different trafficking path-
ways leading to nuclear compartment. There, the trans-
fected DNA may start to play an active role interacting 
with the nuclear DNA and associated structures, i.e., 
either it may integrate into the nuclear DNA, or it may 
become closed within the nuclear compartment for trans-
ient expression. Evaluation of the final destination of 
the transfected DNA either with newly designed gene 
transfer vectors or by applying new transfection proto-
cols can be efficiently evaluated using the procedures 
described in this work. 
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Discussion with Reviewers 
G. Konat: How were the stoichiometric ratios for 
transfection complexes determined and optimized? 
Author: The Tf:PLL:plasmid DNA ratio was based 
upon the results in which gene expression was reported 
in the result of gene transfer via receptor mediated 
endocytosis (Wagner et al. 1990). To determine 
NLS:Tf ratio, the data from the studies on intranuclear 
import of albumin coupled to NLS were applied 
(Kalderon et al., 1984). These ratios were verified by 
measuring higher levels of lacZ and GFP expression 
after non-viral vectors conjugated with NLS were used 
for gene transfer via receptor mediated endocytosis 
(Malecki, Case, and Skowron, in preparation). 
M. Thiry: Could you determine mechanisms involved in 
intranuclear delivery of the plasmid DNA? 
Author: To determine these mechanisms, digitonin 
treated cells were used as a model system for studies of 
nuclear transport (Adam and Gerace, 1991). In this 
system, we were able to demonstrate perinuclear 
retention of the transfected DNA in the absence of NLS 
in transfection complexes (Malecki et al. 1995). 
Moreover, presence of NLS in transfection complex 
resulted in rapid nuclear import. Import was abolished 
by reduction of temperature and depletion of ATP. 
Based upon these data, active nuclear transport is 
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